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ON THE PROBLEM OF EVALUATING THE SAFETY OF AN EXPLOSIVE
kmiS

C,

Smith

University of California, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

Any laboratory engaged in “the development of explosives for military applications must devote some fractfon of its efforts :0 the problem of devfsing reliable methods of assessing the sensitivity of an explosive under the various conditions of interest. Not only is it of
local importance that those working with a new or modified explosive
should have some method of gauging the relative degree of hazard involved, but further, in recommending any new material for use in a
particular application, it is absolutely essential that it have been
demonstrated as clearly as possible that the new material has a level of
sensitivity co~atible with that application, and with the production
and loading techniques incidental to getting it into the weapon.
Unfortunately, the problem of measuring the sensitivity of an explosive is an exceedingly complex one. The reasons for it: complexity
can be stated h various ways, but fundamentally the situation seems to
be as follows: The sensitivity of an explosive is not a property defined solely by the chemical composition of the material, but, on the
contrary, depends more or less importantly on a variety of physical and
❑echanical details of the particular sample being studied, and of the
particular sensitivity test being used. To anyone attempting to measure the sensitivity of an explosive, or attempting to determine the
relative aen~i,tivities of a series of explosives, the most annoying
consequences of this state of affairs are, first, that many sensitivity
tests exhibit nontrivial irreproducibilities, and, second, that different sensitivity tests will not, in general, arrange a given series of
explosives in the same order of sensitiveness.
Explosives chemists struggled with these difficulties for many
years befme the elemental nature of their origin became generally recognized, As a result, considerable effort was devoted to the search
for the sensitivity test, which would reproducibly place all,explosives
in t~r
correct order of sensitiveness,
This search we now recognize
as hopeless, although the work was not without profit and, indeed, continues today, but with eomewhat altered objectives.
In any event, we
now reallze that when we speak of the sensitivity of an explosive, we
me not talking about a single, well-defined property of the material,
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but about a complex pattern of its behavior,
The last statement of the
preceding paragraph implies chat the sensitivity pattern of one explosive 1s not IJimply related to that of another.
Thus far we have discussed the problem mainly from the point of
view of trying to measure sensitivity, but the same difficulties encountered there plague us from yet another, equally important direction,
as follows: A primary objective of most practical work on sensitivity
(and the ultimate justification for almost iIllwork on sensitivity) is
that of avoiding accidental explosions in the production, loading, and
use of explosives.
In a few cases, such as initiation by a static discharge, the nature of che hazard and the conditions under which it is
likely to arise can be specified in sufficient detail that pertinent
tests can be devised, and safelumafe
criteria can be adopted on some
basis or other. Unfortunately, after these rel.atfvely simple cases
have been subtr:]ctcd from the problem, we are still left with the bulk
of it -- the misccllaney of blows, scrapings, crushings, etc. to which
an explosive is subjected, deliberately and accidentally, singly and in
combination, in the course of its travels through the various operations. We include perforce in this class those causes of accidents
that are inherently isol.lble, but whose importance is not foreseen.
The stimuli that contribute, to this source of hazard are so varied in
nature and so unpredictable in violence (particularly under those circumstances that are truly called “accidents”) , and, finally, are applied to the expLosive under such a wide variety of local conditions,
that wc cannot even dei.ne
what it is we are trying to measure exce~
.—
in th~b~~dest—— terms. Quite aside from the much debated statistical
aspects of the problem, the sensitivity scale of interest here is one
that represents some kind of a weighted average response of the explosive to a variety of stimuli, under a variety of conditions.
The releviin~c
of the difficulties, irreproducibility of response and nonconstnncy of ordrr, to the problem of defining the scale are obvious.
In one sense wc have a method of crdering explosives on this sensitivity scale, for it is precisely this which an Impact machine, proThe
perly designed, calibrated, and used, 1s intended to accomplish.
test has the further virtue that it can be carried out quickly by untrained personnel with only a few grams of sample. Thus while the test
is the subject of wldespre;d criticism, sometimes even for the ~)~
reasons, it continues to occupy a unique and essential place in roost
explosives research and devcl.opment laboratories.
The key phrase in the preceding paragraph is “properly designed,
calibrated, and used”. The implications of those words seem to ha%e
cscapcd many peoplu, ,andmuch of what follows will be devoted to a discussion of thcm,
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First cf all, what’s so hard about designing an impact m:lcl)in~’?
and rnfin;r
people have. The trnu},lc
!W2thing! Anymw ran,
is,
WIIUII
tile
mach!ne is put into USP, the results it produces nrc qu~tc Iikcly to be
constructed this monster, howt.vcr. tllcdcsi):llcr
sheer nonsense. Having
may con:inuc to usc it Pvcn thougilhe knows it is pro(lurinl:unbc]it’vable data. He uscs it, he swears iltit, and therein liCIStl~rcaus~’ of
onc of the unjustified criticisms of drop-welCht impact m:lc!lil~cs.
The soutce of the problem is net hard to find, and it can b.? st;ltc’cl
simply: ?:hesensitivity ordcr!nE of a series of cxplosivc~s can b(’
affected drasti~ally by minor changfs fn the dusign of the czitical
I once had tic dubious distinction of dcsignil~g
parts of the machine.
a machine - a minor modification of *ho onc wc still usc - th:~tncarLy
inverted the conunonly accepted orclc?rof sensitivity of a scri~,s of t~!st
explosives.

very

In
Fig.
1 1 havt
plottnl
Let us look at a few other examples.
Figure of Insensitiveness data obtn~ned with the ARD/Woolwlch m:lcllil~c
(picric acid = 100) vs the corrcspcmding 50% points rlctcrmln~~(l
,~n th,’
ERL Type 12 machine at Bruct?ton. The two sets of datn w~”ro obt:~in,’don
supposedly identical samples. The ryc tells it all, hut for thos,:who
like numbers the value of r2 (r = coefficient of correlation) for Lhls
plot
is 0.19.

Figure 2 is anothcl example; dntn ol]tnined from whnt wns ~h~m tli~”
Naval Powder Factory at Indiar. Head arc plotted agninst th~~ ER1. l’ypc 12
data. The value of r2 in this case Is 0.12.
But, you say, the trouble mi@t be in the ERL machine.
Wh;IL hnppens if we plot the ARD data against the NPF di~ta? The answrr LLJ tll;ll. ,
admit t}lat this dries look iI
of course, is shown in Fig. 3. I must
little better, and the r2 value is 0.43 - which still leiIvt*s
much to bc
defiired, especially in view of the fact that the critical parts of
these two machines do have ccrtnin si.milaritics.
Similar examples arc the rulr raLher iltnn Lhc cxccpL ion. nurlll~
World War II, at the Explosives R(!s~~ilrch
l,nl.mratoryat Brllceton, PA,
Eyster and Davis discarded clcvcn dif[urrnt tool designs hl’fore th~’y
finally came up with the model many of us mw USC, the ERL ‘rypc ’12
machine.
As an example of tiledlfficul.tics tllcy cnr.ount,t’reel
along th~:
way, the Type 9 tools gnvc a SO% point or 131 cm for Comp A-3 ,lncl143
cm for lead azide. I believe th(lN1’~ machfnr ills(~F,LVLIS a rrl.atlvvl;’
high value for lead azidc.
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How , then, dc we know when we have the right machine?
Or, to put
it another way, how dr wc calibrate the scale?
I know of only one way.
That is to test a series of explosives whose relative sensitivities
(safety) we think we know and see if the design puts them in what we
believe should be their approximate relative positions on the scale.
If it does not, we discard the design and try again.
If it does, we
accept the desiEn and proceed on faith that, having ordered the ones we
know about in the “ri~ht” way, it will also order the ones we don’t
kn~w about in the right way. That represents an important extrapolation, and one must ever be alert for the possible exception - a point I
will return to later. Note, however, that if we use a machine that
does not put the familiar explosives in the right order, we cannoc have
much confidence
in its evaluation of new ones.
At thfs point
1 would like to digress a little to comment on the
significance of t!w disagreements between machines of differing designs.

What I rncan by that is simply this: .—
For the particular stimulus applied by a ~ iven machine, that milchine will
place all e~losives~
their correct order of scnsitlveness! The trouble is, that stimulus may
~c almost totnlly irrelevant to the problem of evaluating the safety of
rely
on any single
A coroll~lry of this is that one cannot
m explosive.
test or even on t!le results of a single drop-weight impnct test. At
LASL we routinely run the test both with and without grit pr~sent what we call the Type 12 and Type 12B tests, respectively.
We lIavc now considered “designed” and “calibrated”, and I now want
to discllss “used’:. I will confine my remarks to just onc part of the
problcm, a pnrt that has been th(’subj~ct of a great deal of confusion.
The confusion typically arises in the form of the following statement:
The trouble with impact nm.hints is th;ltwc use them to determine 50%
points or 10Z points, whcr~’as what wc are really intcrcstcd in are the
ve~y low pcrccntagc points - onc in a millicn, s:lY. The situation is
fllustrntm! In Fig. 4 ~or n normal distribution of mean (p) zero and
~t:lndilrddeviation (u) onu. Probilbilities arc given (In the ordinate~ o
Thu ~’irclcs denote ;ian~.1u ~ u, the + the 10%
units on the .Ibsclssil.
mctllods - the
point determined by one of t]lcCommon]y ~scd St:lirCflSLm
range. The bracket
nppro.<imatc lower cnd of the experimentally useful
~ilrkq
off the “accident” rcglon on the protmbl].lty scale - some four to
five u units from the mean. Obviously, then, if our machine is used to
determine 50% points, what wc should do is cxtr,apolate the results to
-5 0 and i~mparc the rclati’?c scn~itivltleq nf our rxplosivcs at that
point.
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WRONG ! !
AN INTEGRAL PART OF THE DESIGN AND CALIBRATION OF AW
INPACT MACHINE IS THE STATISTIC DETERMINED ANI) THE PROCEDURE
USED TO DETEMINE
IT.

I will illustrate what I mean using some Type 12 data obtained for
me at NOL while I was working there” some years ago.
As most of you know, we use the Bruceton up-and-down method to
estimate the 50% point and the standard deviation on the assumption
that the underlying distribution is log-normal; it is one of the few
staircase methods that gives an estimate of a, perhaps the only one.
Thus the machine is calibrated and used, and explosives are compared.
in terms of 50% points. What happens if we try to use our results to
compare explosives at very low percentage points?
The data I will use consist of 1000-shot runs on six different explosives, generated to study various
statistical aspects of the test.
The estimates of the 50% points and standard deviations are as follows:
h (Cm)
PETN

S(log units)
0.1343

12.4
23.9
60.4
110.8
95.7
58.8

RDx

Comp B
Comp B, D-2
HBx

Comp A-3

0.1123
0.1306
0.1324
0.1894
0.0870

In Fig, 5 I have plotted the log of the drop height against log h
What we find is that the lines cross. The ordering (decreasing sa!si-xs”
tivity) at the 50% point is
PETN > RDX > (Comp A-3, Comp B) > (HBX, Comp B, D-2).
-6
we get
For P = 10
PETN >RDX

>HLX

>Comp

B > (Comp A-3, Comp B, D-2).

I remind you that th~se arc large runs on reasonably familiar materials.
The situation can only get worse as I add uhe results of rnutinc tests
on experimental materials to the grlph.
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Let me puc it another

way.

There

are two possibilities:

The a’s are really all the same, in which case it does~’t
a)
matter at what percentage point I compare explosives, since
the 1~.nesare parallel.
b) The u’s are not all the same, in which case if I have designed a machine to give the correct scale when it is used to
determine 50% points, it must give an incorrect scale when
operated at some other percentage point.
That is very fortunate, of course, since the 50%!point is the one
that’s easiest to determine. Note also that estimates of o are quite
imprecise under the usual
test
conditions.
While we nave a reasonable amount of confidence in the Type 12
~chirle, we are also certain that it may- seriously ❑is-judge some materials. It is for that reason that wc routinely run both 12 and 12B
tests on new materials. We are especially
wary of explosives
that
appear
moderately
sensitive
in the Type 12 test
and even more sensitive
in the Type 126 test; most cxplosi’~es give the higher 50% points in the
Type 12B machine.
*
lhough about impact machines!
I would now like to discuss, very
briefly, a difi’erent aspect of hazards ana?.ysis.
In many sensitivity tests (and in many situations of practical
interest), the response of an explosive ranges more or less continuously over the scale completely inert, small partial, large partial, highorder detonation.
In some tests, such as the drop-weight impact
machine, the sensitivity of an explosive is determin..f!on the basis of
the ease with which a relatively mild, incomplete reaction ~f the
sample is obtained,
In other tests, such as the gap test, the comparison is made on the basis of the ease with which high-order detonations are obtained. With still other tests, such as the bullet impact
test, it.is somet~mcs possible to compare the sensitivities of various
explosives in two ways -- ease of initiation tc}m observable reaction
of any sort, and case of initiation to a relatively violent reaction.
Both levels of response are of importance in evaluating the hazards involved in handling an explosive, for a relatively mild partial
explosion can be a source of personal injury in itself, and also may,
under favorable conditions (such as a high degree of local confinement),
Accigrow into a violent reaction or even a high-order detonation.
dental high-order detonations, obviously, are hazardous in the extreme.
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This suggests that in .evaluati~g the safety of an explosive we must consider both its “ease of initiation” and its “ease of detonation”.
Qualitatively, an explosive may exhibit these properties, in combination, in the following four ways, listed in order of decreasing hazard:
a)

b)
c)
d)

Easy to initiate and easy to detcnate.
Difficult to initiate, but easy to ietonate.
Easy to initiate, but difficult to detonate.
Difficult co initiate and difficult to detonate.

We could, therefore, attempt to place an explosive
classes on the basis of the results of our tests.

in one of these

At first sight it might appear that combination b) sl~ould be t?xcluded from conside~~tion on the grounds that it is not a sclfconsistent classification.
However, if we do attempt to omit it, wc
soon find ourselves in difficulty, as we will demonstrate by an extimple.
The ease of initiation of TNT, as determined by our drop-wei~l~t test,
is largely independent of the physical form of the sample.
on Ltlc
other hand, its ease of detonation, as determined by the LASL gap test,
is strongly dependent on both the density of the chzrgc and on whcth~’r
it -s made by casting or pressing. This is evident from the following
data:
50% Gap,

m

High Density
Flake TNT
Cast TNT
Granular TNT

(density, RI cm3)
Lulk Density
37.1

28.3 (1.615)
49.4 (1.626)

-

(0.87)

60.1 (0.73)

Certainly TNT deserves to be classed as difficult to initiate, and ciist
TNT as difficult to detonate, but where do we put pressed (granular) TNT?
Simply admitting k) as a possible combination to be used in our
So long
classification scheme does not, of course, solve the problem.
as we are comparing only two explosives, the idea of doing so on the
ease of detonabasis of their relative ease of initiation and relaLive
tion seems to be a useful one, but when we ~ttempt to expand
the comparison
to include
more and more explosives, we soon run into trouble.
The difficulty is that the scales for ease of initiation and ease of
detonation are continuous scales, and the possible combinations camot
be adequately represented, even in a qualitative way, by as few as four
subclasses, The logical extension, then, is to look for a continuous
scale that will represent a suitably weighted combination of these two
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properties

(assuming WC h~vc sow

way of determining

them in

the

first

plilcc).
A crude
,attcmpc
at
construct~n
~ such a scale is s+own in Tig. 6,
which is in the form of a nomo~raph . For ease of initiation I have
simply used thu log nt’ the 50% point, in centimeters, from the dropwcight impac~ machine.
For casz of detonation I have used the log of
the weight of 80/20 - PETN/silicone rubber required to detonate the explosivu in our version of the minimum priming charge test; the test
me~lsurcs the ease of initiating a detonation from a highly divergent.
]Icmispherical wave. ~crc wc see z ~~riking example of how different
sensitivity tests produce different sensitivity orderings.

Tlw qucsticm
is, Can wc construct
a scale
somewhere
bstween
the
LW() outer
onus that
wnuld provide
us with some “index
of F.otential
ItJl
dcsLru~”ti.vcncss
.
lf,
for example,
we construct
the scale
tit the point
m~lrk~ld !)y th~ arrl>w, Ilsins the scale at th~ right, we obt,airlthe followin~~ iildi?xt’s:
9/+(34

Pentolite
Comp A-3
Cctul

Cyclotol
Comp B
DAT8
T>~
Exp D

45
68
95
128
185
~~~
560
1170
1500

1s this
(a useful scale? I don’t know. In a sense the impact
machine is supposed to do this whole job for us - but the impact
machine does not respond to the physical form of the explosive, and we
know that, in shock-sensitivity tests, pressed explosives are much more
easily clcton.ltcdthan cast ones are. To me that means that a pressed
cyclotol
charge
is potentially
much more hazardous
than a cast
one, and
the combined
scale
will
reflect
that
fact.
Nonetheless, my personal
opinion is that we cannot express thu safety cf an explosive by a
------*

------

-

An earlier version of this scale appears in a paper by A. Popolato,
Proccedin2s of the Internatimfll Conference on Sensitivity and Hazards
also contains
~Ex&osivcs
, Session 6; London, 1963. This pa~r
—
—
descriptions of the LASL versions of the drop-weight impact and gap
tests.
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single number, so I do not suggest this as a maJur brc:lkthroug~!in tlw
solution of the problem.
What, then, is our situation?
To do an m.lequ:ltc
joh (If dutcrn:ning the gafety of an explosive, we lnust compare it with fami~i.lrm:lL~’rials in a variety of relevant, properly designed sensitivity tesLs.
InevLtzbly, those tests will produce inconsistent data. Thr]:e is no
magic formula for resolving those inconsistencies.
Th~’ final ,!c~-isil~n
must still represe~lt the subjective judgemerit of ,ln ~.xpi~ri~~uc”cd i:~di-~idual who carefully
examines
the data.
tl!.lcLlli.ssiLll1 sce no prospect
ation will change fundamentally in the foreseeable fUtllrL’.

,
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